
Deliver better risk outcomes 
and solutions for your clients

Evaluate your clients’ potential property risks anytime, anywhere with 
iSurveyRisk’s easy-to-use online assessment tool.

iSurveyRisk™ enhances your client-centric 
approach to risk.

Identifying a business ‘risk score’ can help your clients 
achieve greater exposure accuracy and help guide 
them in loss control and risk prevention so you can 
negotiate fairer premiums.

Improved efficiency when identifying 
and reporting property risks

iSurveyRisk™ gives you the ability to conduct 
short, on-site property surveys via tablet, 
mobile or laptop. You can then give your 

client an on-the-spot assessment and 
discuss their key property exposures and 

how to best manage them. 
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For more information, terms and conditions 
or to arrange a demonstration,  
contact risk@unisonsteadfast.com

unisonSteadfast Corp. 
200 S. Wacker Drive | Suite 3100 Chicago | Illinois 60606  

Important Note: all information in this brochure is of a general nature only. The information has been prepared without taking into account your clients’ objectives, 
financial situation or needs. You should consider the appropriateness of the information, taking these matters into account, before you act on any information.   
The information is subject to change.
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Basic
For small teams

25 surveys per year

Standard
For small teams

Advanced
For small teams

Premium
For small teams

PLANS 

We offer multiple subscription  
options so you can choose the plan 
that’s right for your business.

Features & Benefits
∞     The new-look dashboard offers an interactive map view of all survey locations associated 

with your brokerage and clients, plus a list of recent surveys and their completion status. 

∞    Conduct, prepare and create property surveys in a consistent format, incorporating 
a risk score related to the relevant industry code. The risk score allows for ease of 
risk comparison across multiple clients and locations. 

∞    Prepare customized survey reports through the in-built report editor. 
Customize your brokerage details, colors and logo on survey reports for a more 
professional client experience. 

∞    Easily find previously prepared surveys with our detailed survey listing view and search 
functionality for all surveys completed, incorporating an interactive map view showing 
all survey risk locations.

50 surveys per year 75 surveys per year 100 surveys per year


